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What is a Cyber Range?
The Cyber Range is a perimeter in which it is possible to simulate different 
“theaters”, where attack and defense scenarios alternate involving seve-
ral teams; it enables to recreate the typical components of some real en-
vironments, such as industrial companies, service firms, energy production 
plants or military installations.

The trainer can customize the theater to create a specific scenario, by 
adding to the infrastructure components obtained from the available li-
braries or implement new customized components that can work for the 
defense phase, attack phase or represent new attack targets.

Each theater uses defense components and tools that can be made au-
tomatically available by the trainer; for each target component, it is pos-
sible to select the vulnerability to activate in order to enable the students 
to practice in attack and defense exercises.

Cyber Range
Capture The Flag – Attack and Defence

The “ACME Corporation” theater

An example of a theater is the use case of the “ACME Corporation”, a 
successful multinational that needs a news structure of specialists dedi-
cated to cyber security. This team of specialists is called the Blue Team 
and has the goal to defend the IT infrastructure of ACME Corp against 
the Red Team, which instead simulates the attack strategies and cam-
paigns of experienced cyber criminals. The Red Team goal is to highli-
ght the weaknesses (technical, organizational, strategic) of the defense 
team, while the Blue Team aims at protecting and guaranteeing the nor-
mal functioning of services, identifying and correcting the vulnerabilities 
identified in the incident response phases.
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Scoring

The scoring assigned to the teams varies depending on the selected sce-
nario and storyboard, and it takes into consideration the micro/macro 
objectives defined in the kick-off phase. The scoring of the Blue Team can 
be calculated as the weighted sum of several factors, such as the services 
availability (periodically evaluated by the Yellow team) and the number 
of attacks successfully performed by the Red team. The final scoring also 
considers the technical quality of the reporting operations, the organiza-
tion of the teamwork and the potential support requests (machine reset).

Cyber Posture

At the end of the training session, the involved teams receive an evaluation 
representing the organization’s capacity to defend itself, which provides 
an overview of the team preparation in terms of technical, organizational 
and policy management (Cyber Defense Posture) or in terms of the attack 
strategies used as a function of the reached targets (Cyber Attack Posture).

The teams

_defense of the infrastructure
_vulnerability identification and fix
_incident response

_achieve specific objectives
_simulate the attack strategies and        
campaigns of experienced cyber criminals

_simulated the behavior of
ACE Corporation employees, 
customers and suppliers
_report service disruptions

_gaming coordinations
_communicate with the Blue Team
_evaluate the Blue Team
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